Shades of Grey. The Forgotten Florida Cracker Horse

Stunning artistic black and white photos of
our nations first wild horse. In their native
habitat. Under saddle with cowboys,
cowdogs
and
cowhorses
galore.
Fascinating narrative on each page
describing the entry of the horse to
America with Spanish explorers in 15th ,
16th century . The original Spanish War
Horse dating back to Andalucia,(
Andalusia), is the foundation for Americas
first wild horse, an unknown and forgotten
breed whose labours founded the New
World. This Spanish Colonial Horse which
evolved in the wilds of early native Florida
landscapes to become a superior workhorse
for the early missionaries and settlers in the
South. How the Seminoles and other Indian
tribes distributed the horse throughout the
states and how other American horse
breeds were created using the Spanish
bloodlines of the Florida Cracker Horse.
including the Spanish Mustang. Each page
has scripture devoted to the longstanding
servant to man, the fiercest warhorse ever
to walk the earth ! Great gift.
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